Finding your way from Stockholmsmässan to Solliden

As public transportation is so convenient in Stockholm, we decided not to provide busses for transportation to the Solliden/Skansen where the conference dinner (Thursday, July 12) and the joint reception (Sunday, July 15) will take place, but ask you to make your way using the public transportation card that you will get at registration. The relevant stops are “Skansen” or “Skanenslingan”. There are different alternatives to reach the dinner venue. The SL routing engine (https://sl.se/en/) gives you all of them. The trip between Älvsjö/Stockholmsmässan and Skansen takes ca. 50 minutes. After arriving to Skansen, you will need some more minutes to walk up to Solliden.

We think that the simplest way using public transportation is the following:

1) Take the commuter train to Stockholm Central, exit there and go towards exit “Klarabergsgatan” (or “Klarabergsviadukten”, if you want to take a bus, see point 2 below). The railway station has many exits. The exit “Klarabergsviadukten” is on a bridge, you can see bus stops in the middle, The exit “Klarabergsgatan” is some meters more towards the city center. In any case, you will encounter construction in the middle of the road. Turn right and follow the construction. If you leave via the exit “Vasagatan”, you need to go around the corner (see map below).

2) Walk ca 700m from Stockholm Central to Hamngatan and the stop “Kungsträdgården” where tram no 7 starts.

This will take you max 10 minutes. You follow the construction works – they work on the continuation of the tram line 7 to Stockholm Central. You will pass the center of Stockholm with the iconic Sergels Torg, the large tourist information in the Kulturhuset will be on your right hand side.

Instead of walking, there are also busses and metro connecting Stockholm Central to Hamngatan/Kungsträdgården: Bus lines 69, metro 13 ... The SL routing app gives a number of alternatives and shows precise maps of the areas where you have to change.

3) Take tram no 7 towards Djurgården/Waldemarsudd. Get off at the stop “Skansen”. You show your card to personnel inside the tram. If you have a time, it is actually a very nice walk. First, you simply follow the tracks, soon you will be at the harbor where many sightseeing boats start. You can walk along the water line until you reach the bridge to the Djurgården island. Follow the tracks until you reach the main entrance of Skansen (or take the tram from a later stop).
Be aware that this walk may take min. 30 minutes from Hamngatan

4) Go to the main entrance, enter Skansen and enjoy your walk up to Solliden. The most convenient way is to use the escalator. From 19:30 on, a welcome drink will be served, ideally in front of the restaurant (inside if the weather is bad).

There are many alternatives how you can reach Skansen. If you prefer to take a taxi, the taxi can drive you up to the restaurant through Solllidsporten – Sollidenbacken 9. You also need to show your badges at the gateway.